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on the basis of information describing users and their
surroundings. It is effectively related to the environment
characterizing for instance the spot and the location in which the
user access is to be controlled. Contextual information has been
largely discussed in the literature and can be used to enforce
access control across heterogeneous domains. On the other hand,
multimedia objects describing users and related context (user
surrounding snapshot, her moves and gesture, etc.) reveal
interesting information to be studied while accessing data. These
multimedia-based information and descriptions are of
complementary importance to the textual-based ones and should
be considered to enforce the protection of information systems.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe our Multimedia Context based Security
Engine (MCSE) which is a Java Based Prototype able to integrate
multimedia context in order to enforce access control policies.
The prototype provides supervised access to a database containing
sensitive viral images.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
Security and Protection – Authentication, Insurance, Invasive
software (e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses), Physical security,
Unauthorized access (e.g., hacking, phreaking).

Let us consider a pharmaceutical research laboratory with 2
different departments: an information department which has
critical data (concerning viral bacteria) and thus requires a high
level of security, while the other contains an experiment section
which can be dangerous if employees enter without appropriate
protection and consequently requires some sort of preventive
action. The laboratory employs the RBAC model to easily manage
user access for the hundreds of employees. It is also equipped
with surveillance cameras installed on each access door and in the
departments. Lab staff is divided into several groups depending on
the role they occupy and the department they belong to, for
instance:

H.2.0 [Database Management]: General – Security, integrity,
and protection.

General Terms
Security.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing advances in information systems make the process
of securing data a serious issue to consider effectively. In several
application domains such as healthcare departments, insurance
companies, governmental departments, and many others,
information systems are typically vital and hence require enforced
authentication and access control models. The work done so far
by the security research community to address these requirements
has brought the definition of a number of access control models,
including DAC [8], MAC [8], RBAC (Role Based Access Control
Model) [14, 15] and others [11, 12, 20, 23]. These models deal
with subjects on which the access is controlled in different ways.
To facilitate associating authorization and access policies to users,
several access models suggest assembling users into groups
(administrators, managers, etc.) and providing links between
them. On the other hand, models such as [4, 7, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27]
have incorporated context as key issue for authorization control to
integrate additional information aiming at guarantying safe access
and prevent information disclosure. In essence, the context varies

o

Lab technician handling bio samples must wear white
suits and grey caps. They have access to storing areas
and cold rooms.

o

Researchers responsible for testing viruses must wear
yellow suits with intoxication masks. They are allowed
to enter testing areas and cold rooms.

In order to enforce the dress code and to facilitate the
management of users regarding the roles they occupy as well as
access permissions based on identity, it would be interesting for
the authorization manager to define roles on the basis of
multimedia objects (along with traditional credentials) and to
associate appropriate permissions to any combination of
multimedia objects and credentials. Furthermore, the mainframe
of the archival department gives access to a database of images
representing critical viral bacteria information. Only authorized
personnel having the role “Researchers” are able to access the
room and to use the mainframe to browse the critical images.
Nevertheless, a researcher Bob with the same role is suspected to
be inferring information to an outside source. The authorization
manager does not have the right to prevent Bob from accessing
the mainframe (in purpose of fully completing the investigations
and revealing related researchers). He should deny him from
accessing and viewing the newly updated sensitive images and
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result returned by a filter function is satisfied within the Boolean
operator (AND, OR, etc.) and the overall threshold defined by the
authorization manager.

protect information disclosure. Moreover, he should deny
whoever is working on the mainframe, in the presence of Bob,
from accessing new sensitive images without making Bob
suspicious.

Definition 4 – Provisional Action (pa): has been effectively used
to grant the authorization manager more flexibility when
specifying authorization permissions. A provisional action
represents a set of predefined actions assigned to a multimedia
predicate. Such actions are only executed when the corresponding
multimedia predicate is considered ‘invalid’.

To the best of our knowledge, none has considered the issue of
supervising user’s context using multimedia objects in order to
enforce access control decision. This uncovers the need of a fullfledged easy-to-manage access control language able to handle
information disclosure and deny unauthorized access. This access
control language needs to be flexible enough in order to integrate
and analyse multimedia objects describing users’ context.

Definition 5 – Multimedia Identifier (MId): allows assigning
users to a set of predefined multimedia-based clusters using
multimedia objects that identify them in order to facilitate their
permissions management. This is similar to traditional approaches
(particularly RBAC) where users can be assigned to a set of
groups or roles using their characteristics (most often their job
functions). A user, assigned to a specified Multimedia Identifier,
activates it when the objects identifying the user satisfy its
multimedia predicate.

In this demonstration paper, we present MCSE: Multimedia
Context based Security Engine, a Java based prototype designed
to control user access. MCSE is a prototype in which we integrate
multimedia objects into an access control system in order to
provide flexibility to subjects’ definition and enforced access
control models. Our prototype facilitates the management of
access control policies and enforces these policies with complex
and multi-criteria conditions. In this paper, policies are evaluated
in an Browser Engine where the system browses images based on
authenticated users’ environment.

Definition 6 - Multimedia Context Condition (Mcc): represents
a set of conditions related to the surrounding environment of a
given user (or else) and described using multimedia criteria. An
Mcc is considered valid iff the multimedia objects describing the
user’s environment satisfy its multimedia predicate.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Here we present several definitions needed to understand MCSE’s
functional specification.

Definition 7 – Permissions: are used to grant the possibility to
perform an action upon a specified object. In our case,
permissions are assigned to predefined Multimedia Identifiers,
and are granted to whoever is making the request when the
condition attached to it is considered ‘valid’.

Definition 1 - Multimedia Function (f): is used to handle the
comparison1 and feature extraction between a set of predefined
multimedia objects and another set of input multimedia objects.
Numerous types of multimedia functions are provided in several
commercial tools and in the literature through various forms. For
instance, several are provided in DBMSs SQL-operators such as
Oracle and DB2 [9, 24], while others are accessible via API
functions [13, 19] and web services [3] for multimedia data
processing.

In the following we give a brief overview of MCSE’s Architecture;

3. MCSE: MULTIMEDIA CONTEXT BASED
SECURITY ENGINE ARCHITECTURE
MCSE provides the authorization manager the possibility to easily
integrate multimedia context (as represented in the scenario) using
an access control language, in order to enforce decision making.
In essence, images to which access should be controlled are stored
in a database along with an identifier and a textual description.
The architecture described in Figure 1 is divided into 2 different
components:

Definition 2 – Filter Function (μ): is used to aggregate a set of
values (or facts) in order to select or compute one relevant value
to facilitate decision-making. The importance of filter functions is
security-dependant due to the use of similarity functions that may
lead to uncertain decisions, potentially granting access to
unauthorized users or denying it to legitimate ones. In many
applications, the risk of false positives (likewise false negatives) is
fully acceptable. In the scenario describe above, a (partial)
violation of the dress code (i.e. because someone wears a white
rather than a grey cap), would never lead to a serious security
breach. In other cases where security breaches are crucial, rules
can be used in conjunction with ordinary credentials to increase
access verification [5, 6]. A filter function can be defined by any
probabilistic function such as the combination rule of Dempster
and Shafer theory of evidence (DS) [2, 17], Bayesian Decision
theory [10], the average, the minimum, the maximum, and so on.

1.

Administration Toolkit: contains the different
administration components used to create Multimedia
Identifiers, Multimedia Context Conditions and
Permissions.

2.

User Toolkit: contains the Browser application where
users are able to retrieve and browse stored images.

3.1 Administration Toolkit
Here, an authorization manager creates a set of predefined
Multimedia Identifiers to which he assigns the corresponding
permissions. In essence, each defined permission grants users
(those who are able to activate related Multimedia Identifiers) the
possibility to activate an action upon a set of images stored in the
Images DB iff associated Multimedia Context Conditions are
valid. Once created, Multimedia Identifiers, Multimedia Context
Conditions, and Permissions are exported to XML documents and
stored in a local XML Repository (Figure 2). In the following
subsections we briefly present the MCSE’s administration
components.

Definition 3 - Multimedia Predicate (P): allows the
authorization manager to handle the analysis of a set of inputs
using multimedia functions and a filter function. It is ‘valid’ iff the
1

When handling rules which conditions include multimedia
objects, traditional logical operators such as ‘equality’, ‘greater
than’ or others are not applicable due to the complex structure of
multimedia objects and must be extended with similarity
functions.
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Figure 1: MCSE Architecture

3.1.1 Multimedia Identifier Specification Component

3.1.2 Multimedia Context Condition Specification
Component

The Multimedia Identifier Specification Component is used to
define Multimedia Identifiers. It is divided into two different
parts; one for specifying the simple characteristics of Multimedia
Identifiers’, formally defined as (MId, Description, and Status).
The other is used to define related multimedia predicates. The
authorization manager defines the description and the status of
the Multimedia Identifier to be specified. Thereafter, he uses the
grid shown in the main interface (see Figure 3) to add multimedia
predicates. For these multimedia predicates, the authorization
manager is able to specify:
•

The filter function (and its related uncertainty threshold)

•

The logical operator (>, <, =, etc.)

•

The overall threshold to which the result should be
compared to

•

The set of multimedia functions and their predefined
multimedia objects.

The Multimedia Context Condition Specification component is
similar to the Multimedia Identification Specification Component
providing the additional possibility to define provisional actions
and several multimedia predicates (location_identification,
object_identification, user_identification, etc.) via the Multimedia
Predicate Interface.

3.1.3 Permission Specification Component
The Permission Specification component is used to grant access to
users, identified by one or several Multimedia Identifiers, to a set
of images while associating a Multimedia Context Condition. In
essence, the module allows to load images from the database, thus
providing the authorization manager the ability to specify the
authorized set of images and actions (view, delete, etc.). Once the
permission is defined, it becomes possible to assign it a
Multimedia Context Condition and consequently associate it to a
set of Multimedia Identifiers. We give in Figure 2 an XML
representation of a defined permission. In Figure 2 (a), the sample
XML document describes the content of a given permission which
grants the view action to the set of images identified by the ids (1,
5, 11, 10). In Figure 2 (b), the document shows the Mcc with id
(290154776) attributed to the defined permission. Whereas in
Figure 2 (c), assigned permissions for two different Multimedia
Identifiers are described.

The set of predefined multimedia objects can be acquired using a
simple browsing window or using snapshots from live
broadcasting Webcams.
After creating the Multimedia Identifier, its related properties can
be exported into XML format.
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(a) Permission

(b) Mcc Assignment

(c) MId Assignment

Figure 2 : Permission Specification And Permission Assignment

(a) Main Interface

(b) Multimedia Predicates Interface

Figure 3: Multimedia Identifier Specification Module
In our implementation, we utilized two different multimedia
functions:

3.2 User Toolkit
The user toolkit contains the Image Browser Engine, which is an
application interface used to search for viral bacteria images either
by using textual search or a query by image search requests.
Results are filtered to the defined Multimedia Context Conditions.
In fact, when a user wishes to access the application for the first
time, she sends a request (1) to the Browser Engine. The Browser
Engine saves the request and asks multimedia devices2 to capture
the user’s environment (2). The devices send the captured images
(4) to the analysis module in order to retrieve (5) user related
Multimedia Identifiers which they are stored in protected
directory along with Multimedia Context Conditions and
Permissions. Images are analyzed using the predefined
multimedia functions for each Multimedia Identifier. After,
retrieving Multimedia Identifiers, the assigned permissions are
retrieved (6) and forwarded to the Permission Filtering Engine (7).
The Permission Filtering Engine stores the permissions and gets
the attributed Mccs to check whether these are valid or not in
order to send to the Browser Engine the list of allowed Images.
This list is continuously updated depending on the Mccs
validation state.





These functions are used to detect user assigned Multimedia
Identifiers and check whether Multimedia Context Conditions are
valid or not.

4. DEMONSTRATION
The demonstration will show the following features:
Multimedia Identifiers and Multimedia Context Conditions
Specification: we will give an overview on how we create a set of
multimedia identifiers and multimedia conditions based on user
multimedia contexts.
Permissions Specification: we will show how we associate the
defined Multimedia Context Conditions and Multimedia
Identifiers to permissions specified upon a set of images.

Now, when the user invokes a search task, she executes a query
which is forwarded by the Browser Engine to the Images DB and
the returned result is filtered. A snapshot of our application is
shown in Figure 4.
2

The first function is based on color object recognition and an
SVM classifier. It computes decisions based on a set of
classes representing the trained images (See [16] for more
details).
The second one is related to the InterMedia Oracle module
[24] and is used for image similarity.

Image Browsing: we will show how the system interacts when an
end user connects in a real-time environment and we will
demonstrate how multimedia context can affect system decision
for image browsing once integrated in the specified permissions.

we used a simple Webcam to capture Images
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